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5-10 Full moon
5-15 Michigan opener
5-25 New moon
5-27 WI Muskie opener

Welcome, there is a lot happening on the water this month.
Hopefully everyone spent the winter dreaming of great catches this year
on our lakes. To help you get there lets start with tuning everything up.
Starting with your boat, you should have your fuel topped off, new lube in
the gear case, oil bottles filled (2-stroke) and crank cases (4-strokes) and
batteries all charged up. Trailers: check all lights, lube wheel bearings,
tires all aired up to specs, hitch latches in good shape, safety chain and
boat strap in great shape. Fishing rods: cleaned and rod guides checked
for burrs and tightness. Reels: lubed up and new line installed. Nets: make
sure no critters were chewing on the bag
over the winter and/or its not falling
apart. Tackle: all cleaned and organized.
With the early ice out, water temps have
gone up and so far the Northern Pike
and Perch have spawned out already
and so has the majority of the Walleyes.
Muskies are starting to spawn on some
lakes according to our D.N.R. Crappies
will start to spawn towards the middle of
the month and last into June depending
on the lake and weather. Bass and Bluegill will spawn in June sometime again
depending on the weather.

Wisconsin opener is the 6th of the
month for all species except for Muskie,
which opens the 15th on our WisconsinMichigan border waters and the 27th for
the northern part of the state and additionally Smallmouth Bass are catch and
release only until after June 16th.
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Walleyes
To start the season, you
will find that these fish
are spawning or already
finished. A jig and minnow combo in the shallow water will catch the
ones still spawning and
you will have to go a little deeper to find the
post spawn fish. As the
month goes on the
spawning will finish up

and the fish will be rested up and start moving
back to their summer
areas. The weeds are
starting to grow and the
walleyes are going to
relate to these areas,
so a weedless jig and
minnow or a jig and
plastic tail will get you
some fish. Using a slip
bobber rig tipped with a

minnow or night crawler
is the way to go.

Northern Pike
These fish have been
done spawning for a
while now. You will find
these water wolves in
and around new weed
growth. A jig and minnow will catch these
along with slip bobber
rigs the same way you
fish for walleyes. You

can use smaller spinnerbaits like #3 or #4
Mepps. Safetey pin
style spinnerbaits are a
good choice. Spoons
like a Johnson Silver
Minnow will work as the
water temp rises.

Bass
To start the month off
these fish will be tough
to find until water
temps start to rise, then
they will start moving
towards their spawning
areas. You can use
small crankbaits that

don’t have a wide wobble to them, jig and
minnow will work also.
Don’t forget that small
mouth are catch and
release until June 17th.

COLIN CRAWFORD:
I’m a Wisconsin
licensed fishing guide
offering year round
multi-species guide
service in northeastern Vilas County. I
previously divided my
time between guiding
and fishing in several
circuits and major
tournaments; now my
time on the water is
as a local guide. Additionally, I’ve written
several articles both
on-line and for various publications.
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Panfish
Perch should be done
with spawning and be
found in the weeds, using slip bobber rigs
tipped with minnows or
a piece of red worm
should catch you a
bunch.

around lay downs a slip
bobber rig tipped with
minnows of small plastics like a Kalins crappie scrubs. Towards the
end of the month when
the water warms up,
crappies will be abunCrappies are still mov- dant in the shallows
ing around, you will find spawning.
them in the weeds and Bluegills will be in the

warmest bays at this
time fishing them under
a slip bobber rig is the
way to go.

Muskie
Season opens May
15th on our border
lakes and the 27th for
our inland waters.

These fish are just get- way to go for these
ting finished with
fish.
spawning so smaller
and slower baits are the

Upcoming Free Fishing Tips & Techniques Seminars
Free upcoming fishing
seminars scheduled for
Tuesdays during the
summer months. Specific seminar dates are
June 13, June 20, June
27, July 11, July 18, July 25, August 1 and August 8, 2017.

The presentation is an
excellent way to introduce anglers of all ages
to the sport of fishing
and how best to enjoy
one of the outdoor recreational activities that
Wisconsin has to offer.

time period. Helpful information of tips and
techniques for fishing
will be discussed during
the presentation.

Everyone from the beEach presentation date ginner to the more adis an independent
vanced fishing experistand-alone session fol- ence is welcome. Each
lowed by a question
seminar is geared toand answer session.
ward informing those
The free seminars will unfamiliar with our
be held beginning at
Northwoods’ waters
6pm at Phelps School, with some of what is
in the lower level Com- currently biting and
mons, 4451 Old School which baits are working
Road, Phelps, WI.
best during that specific

https://www.facebook.com/
phelpsoutdoors and web-

The events will also be
posted on Facebook on
Phelps Outdoors page

sites
www.phelpsoutdoors.com

and
www.crawfordfishing.com.
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